Econ 338a. The Next China

- **Day / time:** MW 10:30am-11:20 am
- **Course Type:** Undergraduate
- **Course term:** Fall
- **Instructor(s):** Stephen Roach
- **Location:** HTBA

Economic development in China since the late 1970s. Emphasis on factors pushing China toward a transition from its modern export- and investment-led development model to a pro-consumption model. The possibility of a resulting identity crisis, underscored by China’s need to embrace political reform and by the West’s long-standing misperceptions of China.

Prerequisite: Introductory macroeconomics.

[Also MGT 991a, EAST 338a, and GLBL 318a]

- **Semester offered:** Fall
- **Undergrad Course Category:** Development

**Source URL:** [https://economics.yale.edu/courses/econ-338a-next-china](https://economics.yale.edu/courses/econ-338a-next-china)